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Two types: 1. Generative, 2. Adaptive

Three methodology types: 1. Deductive, 2. Inductive, 3. Incremental







§ brainstorming sessions

§ Literature research

§ PESTE

§ Expert interviews (internal and external experts)



§ Further in process, driving forces are used to form the scenario matrix and define
the nature of the scenarios and therefore they directly affect on the quality of the
scenarios. The facilitator must ensure that;

§ The team look further than current events that typically occupy participants’ minds
and rather pay attention to the long-term forces

§ A variety of driving forces is generated based on PESTE analysis

§ The brainstorming is facilitated by the person or team experienced at
brainstorming sessions, instead of the stakeholders themselves



§ Once the list of driving forces is determined they are divided into predetermined
forces and critical uncertainties.

§ According to Van der Heijden in a typical timeframe of the business strategy some
systems show enough inertia that allows to make certain predictions. These predictable
driving forces which are outside of control of the organization are called
predetermined elements in the scenario-based planning.

§ Meanwhile, according to Global Business Network critical uncertainties are driving
forces that have potential to tip for the future in one direction or another.







§ Skeletal scenario - finding high concept to describe the scenario

§ To flesh the skeletal matrix by scenario stories
§ Plausible
§ Relevant
§ Challenging
§ Divergent 



§ Narrative development-taking the basic ideas and enriching them with a 
beginning, a middle and an end

§ System thinking-studying how parts of the systems interact with one another

§ Characters and actor analysis-populating the scenario with illustrative individuals 
who personalize the plot



§ Winners/Losers

§ Good news/Bad news

§ Evolutionary change
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§ Signposts and indicators are synonymous terms for the “events and development 
that can be measured, and which are thought to be indicative of a particular path, 
dynamic or scenario outcome evolving”



§ Helping to notice if a scenario is 
beginning to unfold

§ Providing trigger points that can 
suggest a possibly new strategic 
move, and

§ Alerting to weak signals of potential 
significant changes



The critical role of the scenario is to enlighten and to inspire; hence 
successful scenarios require a creative approach in careful balancing 

between novel and known.

(Van der Heijden, 2005, p. 145)



§ The goal: to create future scenarios for emerging markets and to study implications
and opportunities for services for low-income customers in rural areas and
informal settlements.











§ Focal question

§ Driving forces

§ Critical uncertainties 

§ Scenario framework and stories

§ Implications and options

§ Indicators and signposts




